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N species flux, moles/cm2-sec 
R gas constant, 8.314 J /gmole -deg  
Re pvd~/# Reynolds numt~er, dimensionless 
Sc ~/pD Schmid t  number,  dimensionless 
T temperature,  ~ 
v mass ave rage  velocity, cm/sec 
V volumetric flow rate, cm3/min 
y distance along electrode, cm 
Y y / l  distance along electrode, dimensionless 
zi symbol of electronic charge of species i 

Greek Character8 
anodic t ransfer  coefficient 
cathodic transfer  coefficient 

, void fraction, cm 3 void space/cm 8 reactor volume 
r aknF212co/KRT, mass transfer  coefficient, dimen- 

sionless 
vl/D, velocity, dimensionless 

x electrolyte conductivity, (~%-cm)-1 
viscosity, g / cm sec 

~. species concentration, dimensionless 
p density, g/cm8 
} ioal2F/KRT, electrochemical reaction rate  con- 

stant, dimensionless 
potential, V 
potential, dimensionless 

'~a applied potential, dimensionless 
x ioal2/nFDc% mass transfer  resistance parameter,  

dimensionless 

Superscripts 
1 value at reactor outlet  
o value at reactor inlet 
s surface value 

Subscripts 
i species i 
r reference value 
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Semiconductor Electrodes 
XXII. Electrochromism and Photoelectrochemistry at WO Layers 
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Prepared by Thermal and Anodic Oxidation of W 

Benjamin Reichman and Allen J. Bard* 
Department of Chemistry, The University o~ Texas at Austin, Austin, Texas 78712 

ABSTRACT 

Electrochromism was studied with WO3 layers prepared by thermal oxida- 
tion of Vq, and compared to the electrochromic behavior of other VqO3 elec- 
trodes (anodie, amorphous, and annealed films). Although the WO3 layers 
obtained by thermal oxidation of V~ are crystalline, the electrochromie per- 
formance with this electrode is comparable to that of the evaporated 
amorphous WO3 electrode. The photoelectrochemieal behavior of these elec- 
trodes, and in particular the effect of a pretreatment of repeated color-bleach- 
ing cycles, was also studied. Repeated color-bleaching cycles resulted in a 
significant improvement in the photoelectrolytic behavior of the WO3 layers. 
The photocurrent increased and the spectral distribution of the photocurrent 
shifted to longer wavelengths. The repeated color-bleaching cycles also cause 
a great improvement in the electrochromie behavior of the WO3 electrode as 
compared to that of the initially prepared electrode. 

Electrochromism of WOz electrodes has been the 
subject of intensive investigation during the last few 

* Electrochemical Society Active Member. 
Key words: electrode, electrolyte. 

years in connection with its use in display devices 
(1-5). A major  problem with the W Q  evaporated film 
which is commonly used as the display electrode, is 
the fact that  it dissolves in the H2SO4-aqueous solution, 
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which is usual ly  used as the electrolytic solution in the 
device (6-8). Several  methods have been at tempted to 
c i rcumvent  this problem [e.g., nonaqueous solvents 
with sulfuric acid or Li + as the electrolyte (6. 7.9-11)1. 
In  some solutions the WO3 evaporated film electrode 
was found to be more stable than in aqueous solutions, 
bu t  in  these cases the response times for the color- 
bleach process were longer (6, 7). Display systems 
based on solid electrolytes have also been studied 
(12-14). Display devices based on dielectric materials  
which absorb water  to replace the l iquid electrolyte 
also failed to show satisfactory performance (15-18). 
As opposed to the amorphous WOn evaporated film 
(which is obtained by vacuum evaporation),  no]y- 
crystall ine WO3 formed by heat ing the evaporated film 
to 400~ was found to be more stable in aqueous sul-  
furic acid solution; the eIectrochromic performance of 
such electrodes was very  poor, however (1, 7. 13-21). 

In this paper, we describe the electrochromic process 
with WO8 electrodes obtained by thermal  oxidation of 
fungsten metal. These WO3 Iayers are crystalline, bu t  
as opposed to the crystal l ine WO3 which is obtained by 
anneal ing the amorphous evaporated WOn films, they 
show good electrochromic behavior  and with a per-  
formance similar to that of the amorphous WO3 evap- 
orated film. On the other hand, the s tabi l i tv  of the 
WOn obtained by thermal  oxidation of W is al~.o high 
and therefore these WO3 layers or modification of them 
seem to be promising materials  for electrochromic dis- 
play devices. 

Because WO3 is an n - type  semiconductor, it has re-  
cently attracted at tent ion in photoelectro~.hemical 
applications. Photooxidation of water  was studied using 
WO~ single crystals (22-23) and polycrysta]l ine WO.~ 
prepared by several methods (24-28). In  most of the~e 
electrodes, photoanodic current  is generated only under  
i r radiat ion with l ight of wavelength below 400-480 nm. 
Several  methods have been tried to extend the re-  
sponse of wide bandgap semiconductor electrodes to 
longer wavelengths. We show here that t rea tment  of 
the thermal ly  oxidized WO3 electrode by repeti t ive 
color-bleaching cycles leads to a marked extension of 
the photoelectrochemical response. This change in the 
spectral distr ibution of the photocurrent  suggests that 
the repeated color-bleaching cycles cause the creation 
of new electronic states in the WO3 lattice which are 
located at energies within the bandgap of the semi- 
conductor. 

Experimental 
The thermal ly  oxidized WOn electrodes were pre-  

pared by heating W disks in air in a furnace at about 
750~ for 30 rain. The WOn layers obtained were yellow 
in color with usual thicknesses of about 25 am [as 
estimated by weighing before and after oxidation tak-  
ing a WO3 densi ty of 7.16 g/cm~ (1)]. Par t  of the WO~ 
was scraped off and electrical contact to the under ly ing  
W was made with silver epoxy cement. The WO3 ano- 
~lic film was prepared as described earlier (7). The 
area of the electrodes was ~1.3 cm 2. 

Electrochemical measurements  were performed with 
a Pr inceton Applied Research (PAR) potentiostat  
(Model 173) which was supplied with voltage from a 
PAR Model 174 universal  programmer.  The reference 
electrode was Hg/Hg2SO4/1M H2SO4 (q-0.67V vs. 
NHE) and the counterelectrode was a Pt  wire. The un-  
compensated IR, caused by solution and electrode re- 
sistance, was corrected with the positive feedback cir- 
cuit of the potentiostat. An Oriel 450-W xenon lamp 
and Model 7240 grat ing monochromater  were used to 
i l luminate  the electrodes. The radiant  power was 
measured with Model 550-1 Radiometer /uhotometer  
(EG.&G., Salem, Massachusetts).  The semiconductor 
electrodes were irradiated through a flat Pyrex win-  
dow. X- ray  diffraction spectra were determined with 
a Philips Norelco x - r ay  diffractometer. IR spectra were 
taken with Beckman IR spectrophotometer IR5A. For 
these measurements,  the WO8 was scraped from the 
electrode and a pellet with KBr was made (0.5%). 

Results 
EIectrochromic behavior.--Typical current -vol tage  

curves, in  the dark, of the 25 #m layer  of WO3 obtained 
by thermal  oxidation of W in air are shown in  Fig. 1 (a).  
The cathodic current  which starts at ,--q-0.55V is 
associated with coloration of the WO~. The potential  
where the coloration starts is s imilar  to that  for the 
evaporated and anodic WO3 films (7, 32). The shape of 
the current-vol tage  wave, however, is more l ike that of 
the evaporated WO3 film, i.e., the anodic (bleaching) 
current  starts ~200 mV after reversal  of the potential  
scan. The var iat ion of electrochromic current  with 
scan rate, v, (Fig. 2) is close to v I/2 dependence~ as 
previously found for the evaporated W Q  film (7, 32). 
As we discussed previously (7, 32), this dependence 
demonstrates that the electrochromic current  is con- 
trolled by diffusion of hydrogen through the film, 
ra ther  than by the nerns t ian  ( thin layer)  response 
shown by the anodic film. This behavior  has been re- 
produced by a digital s imulat ion model and will be 
discussed elsewhere (38). The response t ime for the 
color-bleaching process is of the order of one second, 
as shown by potent ia l -s tep experiments  [Fig. l ( b ) ] .  
X- ray  diffusion measurements  made with these WOn 
layers show that  they are crystalline. It  has previously 
been reported that  the crystal l ine WO~ film obtained 
by anneal ing  a W Q  evaporated film at 400~ was not 
electrochromic (1, 7, 20-21). However, WOs crystal l ine 
layers formed by anneal ing  the evaporated film have a 
monoclinic s tructure [Fig. 3 (b ) ]  (6, 20. 33) while the 
WO~ layers obtained by thermal  oxidation of W has a 
triclinic s t ructure  [Fig. 3 (a ) ]  (26, 33). The difference 
in the crystal s t ructure  of these two forms of W Q  is 
clear from comparison of Fig. 3 (a) and 3 (b). The peak 
at d ----- 3.84, which is characteristic of triclinie struc- 
ture (33), appears only in the x - r a y  pat tern  of the 
W Q  obtained by thermal  oxidation of W [Fig. 3 (a)] .  
This peak never  al~pears in the pa t te rn  of the mono-  
clinic s tructure (33). Another  distinct difference be-  
tween the pa t te rn  of Fig. 3(a) and (b) is the pair  of 
peaks at d : 2.64, and d ---- 2.66 which are character-  
istic of the triclinic s t ructure  (33) while in the mono-  
clinic s tructure only the one in d = 2.62 appears. In  
both cases, there is some deviat ion from complete 
randomizat ion of the crystalli tes and preference for 
some planes exists. 

We previously studied an anodically formed WO8 
film (7, 32) which exhibited very good electrochromic 
behavior and was amorphous. Recently, an electro- 
chromic WO3 anodic film prepared under  constant 
current  conditions, which is crystall ine was described 
(34). The crystal s t ructure of these anodic films from 
the x - r ay  spectra shown in Ref. (34) also appears to be 
triclinic. Although the electrochromic behavior of the 
crystal l ine WO~ obtained by thermal  oxidation of W in 
the ini t ia l ly prepared form was poor, it improved on 
repeated cycling through a number  of color-bleaching 
cycles. As shown in  Fig. 4, the electrochromic current  
was low ini t ia l ly but  increased gradual ly  upon cycling. 
The current  increased marked ly  dur ing the first few 
scans, finally resul t ing in a s teady-state  i-E curve after 
about 20 hr of cycling at 100 mV/sec. Together with the 
observed increase in cathodic current,  there was an 
increase in the depth of coloration. Although ini t ia l ly  
the coloration was weak, very  good coloration was 
eventual ly  at tained by cycling. After  this treatment,  
the i-E curves remained constant  over a long period of 
time (i.e., for at least two months of continuous cycling 
in  the aqueous sulfuric acid), implying good stabil i ty 
of the electrode. One can show that the higher stabil i ty 
of this electrode is not connected with the fact that  the 
WO3 layer here is thick compared to that  usual ly  used 
with the evaporated film electrode (~1 ~m). Neither is 
it connected with the fact that for the same amount  of 
charge penet ra t ing  into the lattice, the concentrat ion 
of charge in the thicker film is lower. As the digital 
s imulat ion model clearly shows (38), in  the t ime scale 
used in these experiments,  the hydrogen does not  
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Fig. I .  (a) Current.voltage 
curve, in the dark, at 25 #m 
W03 layers obtained by thermal 
oxidation of W, recorded at scan 
rate of 100 mV/sec; (b) Current 
change at the W08 layers, re- 
corded during potential steps in 
the coloration region between 
O-0.9V. These curves were ob- 
tained with electrode after cy- 
cling in the color-bleach region 
for ~ 2 0  hr. 

pene t ra t e  v e r y  deep ly  into the la t t ice  and most  of the  
charge  at  these t imes is concent ra ted  in the  first 1 ~m. 
Th icker  films were  used in these exper imen t s  s imply  to 
produce  WO3 layers  which  a re  ye l low in color in the  
b leached form. The appa ren t  s tab i l i ty  of the  e lect rode 

can also not  be a t t r ibu ted  to fu r the r  ox ida t ion  of the 
W subs t ra te  wi th  continuous r ep len i shment  of oxide,  
as we have  shown happened  in the  case of the WO3 
anodic film (7). The fact  tha t  we observe  equal  
amounts  of charge dur ing  the cathodic and the  anodic 
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Fig. 2. Cyclic voltammograms recorded at different scan rates at W03 layers prepared as in Fig. i .  The numbers on the curves are scan 
rates in mV/sec. 
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Fig. 3. X-ray diffraction pattern recorded for (a) W03 layers ob- 
tained by thermal oxidation of W; (b) WOe film obtained by an- 
nealing to 400~ the evaporated film on glass. The d spacing as- 
sociated with the different pcaks is marked in the figures. 

processes dur ing  cycling e l iminates  this possibil i ty.  
Moreover,  fu r the r  oxida t ion  of the W can p robab ly  
not occur wi th  such thick oxide films at  the low posi t ive 
polar izat ions ( ~ + 2 V )  used in these exper iments ;  
usua l ly  ~100V is needed to grow 1 ~m of WO3 anod-  
ica l ly  (7). Thus, the  s tab i l i ty  of the WO~ layers  ob- 

ta ined by  the rmal  oxida t ion  of W must  be inheren t  in 
the  ma te r i a l  itself. Dur ing  the  r epea ted  co lor -b leach  
cycling, no change in the  degree  of poros i ty  of the  film 
was found as can be judged  f rom the scanning electron 
microscope pictures  shown in Fig. 5(a, b) .  This is in 
cont ras t  to the  more  porous WO3 anodic film e lec t rode  
(7) in which the degree  of poros i ty  increased dur ing  
repea ted  co lor -b leach  cycl ing [Fig. 5(c, d ) ] .  More -  
over, IR-spectroscopic  measurements  of pel lets  p re -  
p a r e d  wi th  WOs scraped f rom the  e lec t rode  show tha t  
the  amount  of wa te r  in the t he rma l ly  oxidized film, 
which is in i t ia l ly  small ,  does not  increase  dur ing  this 
co lor -b leaching  process in cont ras t  to the behavior  of 
the  anodic and evapora ted  film electrodes (7).  In  Fig. 
6, IR spect ra  t aken  wi th  (a) a typica l  anodic film elec-  
t rode af te r  cycling for severa l  hours, (b) an evapora ted  
film electrode, and (c) an e lect rode of WO8 obta ined 
by  the rma l  oxida t ion  are  shown for comparison.  The 
peaks  at  1650 and 3500 cm - I  which are  the  cha rac t e r -  
istic IR peaks  of water ,  a re  la rges t  for the  anodic film 
elect rode which show that  these films contain the h igh-  
est  amounts  of water .  They  are  smal le r  in the evap-  
o ra ted  film e lec t rode  and a re  negl ig ib le  for  the  WO3 
obta ined by  the rmal  oxidat ion,  showing tha t  these 
l a t t e r  films are  "dry."  In the  previous  pape r  (7), we 
have shown tha t  the amount  of wa te r  in the  anodic 
film and also in the evapora ted  film electrodes in-  
creases dur ing  continuous co lor -b leaching  cycles and 
the ra te  of colorat ion is r e la ted  to this amount  of 
water .  For  the WOa laye r  ob ta ined  by  the rma l  ox ida -  
tion, the spec t rum shown in (c) is typica l  for bo th  a 
v i rg in  layer  or for a l aye r  which was cycled m a n y  
times in the  co lor -b leach  region. An IR spec t rum 
s imi lar  to (c) was also ob ta ined  for evapora ted  films 
which were  annea led  at  400~ for 3 hr  I x - r a y  p a t t e rn  
in Fig. 3 (b) ]. 
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Fig. 4. Change of current dur;ng repeated color-bleach cycling at the W03 electrode prepared by thermal oxidation of W. The numbers 
in the figures represent voltammograms recorded at different times during the repeated color-bleaching process: curve 1, first cycle; carve 
2, after 2 hr of color-bleaching steps between 0 and +2.8V at 2 Hz frequency; curve 3, after additional 15 hr cycling at 100 mV/sec within 
the potential limits shown in Fig. I; curve 4, after additional 3 ~  hr color-bleaching steps as in No. 2. 
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Fig. 5. Electron microscope 
picture of W03 obtained by 
thermal oxidation and anodic 
oxidation of W: (a) "as pre- 
pared" WO~ thermally oxidized 
W03; (b) after cycling it in the 
color-bleaching region for about 
20 hr; (c) "as prepared" anodic 
W03 film; (d) after cycling it in 
the color-bleaching region for 
about 20 hr. 
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Fig, 6. IR spectra of (a) WOa anodic film electrode after cycling 
for 20 hr; (b) WO~ evaporated film electrode after cycling for 7 
hr; (c) WO~ layer obtained by thermal oxidation of W metal, either 
fresh or after cycling. 

Photoe$ecSrochemica! behavior of thermMZy o~dized 
W03 electrode and e~ect o~ cycling.--We also found, as 
described below, that  these changes in the thermal ly  
oxidized WO3 upon cycling also cause an improvement  
in the photoelectrochemical behavior  of the electrode. 
The s teady-state  photocurrent -potent ia l  curves in 1M 
H2SO4 of the thermal ly  oxidized W Q  electrode after 
cycIing through the color-bleach process for different 
times, with i l luminat ion  of the electrode by the full 
power of 450-W xenon lamp is shown in  Fig. 7. The 
photocurrent  increased gradual ly  as a resul t  of the 
continuous cycling, paral le l ing the increase in the cur-  
ren t  for the electrochromic process. At the same time 
a small  decrease in the dark current  for the oxidation 
of water  occurred. Continuous cycling finally resulted 
in the establ ishment  of a m a x i m u m  photocurrent ;  
cycling beyond this point  through the color-bleach 
process caused a small gradual  decrease in the photo- 
current .  A similar  phenomenon was also observed re- 
cent ly  with TiOe (35). The increase in the photocurrent  
upon cycling is at least par t ia l ly  a t t r ibutable  to changes 
in the spectral dis t r ibut ion of the anodic photocurrent  
(Fig. 8). With the fresh electrode, the photocurrent  
started at about 400 nm. However, with continuous 
cycling through the color-bleach process the current  
response shifted to longer wavelengths with a peak in  
the photocurrent  appearing at about 450 nm. This 
change in the spectral dis t r ibut ion of the photocurrent  
suggests that  cycling causes the creation of new states 
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Fig. 7. Steady-state anodic pbotocurrent at the W08 electrode, 
obtained by thermal oxidation of W at different times during a 
continuous color-bleaching process in 1M H2SO; solution. The num- 
bers represent the times as in Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 8. Spectral distribution of the anodic current measured at 
-t-2.2V, at  different times during the continuous color-bleaching 
process: curve 1, "as prepared', curve 2, after 3 hr cycling in the 
color-bleaching region (100 mV/sec) ;  curve 3, after 20 hr cycling. 
The spectra were corrected for the power spectra of the lamp. 

in the WOz lattice, located at energies within the band-  
gap. The anodic photocurrent  in  such an activated 
electrode occurs, not only via the valence band-conduc-  
tion band  transitions, but  also through transit ions in-  
volving these new states. The photocurrent  at this 
activated electrode was very stable for at least 3 hr 
under  i l luminat ion.  The space charge capacity of the 
electrode at different stages dur ing the continuous 
color-bleach cycling could not be measured because a 
small  dark current  exists at potentials positive of the 
flatband potentials. 

Photo.electrochemical behavior of anodic film W03 
electrode and ef]ect of cycling.--An anodic photocur- 
rent  could also be observed with the anodic film WO3 
electrode, prepared as previously described (7). The 
photocurrent  observed with these amorphous WO3 
electrodes were 10-100 times smaller  than those with 
the thermal ly  oxidized WO3 layers described above. 
The s teady-state  photocurrent-potent ia l  curves at 
different times after color-bleach cycling are shown in 
Fig. 9 (a). The currents  in the electrochromic region at 
the same times are shown in Fig. 9(b) for comparison. 
Note that  as opposed to the case of the thermal ly  oxi- 
dized WO3, the photocurrent  with the anodic WO~ film 
decreased as a result  of the cycling, while at the same 
time the electrochromic current  increased. 

Discussion 
We (7, 32) and others (20) have shown that the 

existence of water  in  the WO3 amorphous film is im-  
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Fig. 9. (a) The anodlc photecurrent, and (b) the electrochromic 
current recorded with W03 anodic film at different times during 
continuous color-bleaching cycles (100 mV/sec): curve 1, "as pre- 
pared" electrode; curve 2, after 1�89 hr; curve 3, after 6 hr; 
curve 4, after 20 hr. The area of the electrode, 1.3 cm ~. 

portant  for a good electrochromic performance with 
these films, and that  "dry" W Q  which was obtained 
by anneal ing the evaporated film to 400~ was a very  
poor electrochromic. In  the present  work, we see that  
the water  in the film. high porosity, and low densi ty 
are less impor tant  factors for good electrochromic 
behavior, if the WO3 layer  has the right crystal s truc-  
ture. The fact that the WO3 obtained by thermal  oxi- 
dation of W is electrochromic, while the WO3 which is 
obtained by anneal ing the evaporated film to 400~ is 
not, al though they are both polycrystalline, mus t  be 
caused by the difference in the crystal s tructure of both 
films. The triclinic s tructure of the thermal ly  oxidized 
WQ ,  must  allow more rapid t ransfer  of protons or hy-  
drogen atoms within the crystal lattice to form the blue 
hydrogen tungsten  bronze (HxWQ) as compared to the 
monoclinic s tructure os the annealed  evaporated film. 
That  the crystall ine form of WO8 shows electrochromic 
properties similar to those of the amorphous WO3 is 
interest ing from a practical point of view, because the 
crystal l ine form is much more stable as compared to 
the amorphous one in the aqueous sulfuric acid used as 
the electrolyte for display devices. The increase in the 
electrochromic current  as well as the depth of colora- 
tion under  repeated color-bleach cycling suggests fur-  
ther changes in the crystal lattice as a result  of this 
continuous cycling process. As opposed to the behavior  
of WO3 evaporated and anodic films described in a pre-  
vious paper (7), the improvemen~t in the electrochromic 
performance in the case of the thermal ly  oxidized WO8 
layer  is not associated with changes in the porosity or 
the amount  of water in the film and does not result  in 
qualitative changes in the shape of the current-voltage 
curves. For the thermally oxidized W03 films, the in- 
crease in the electrochromie current and the depth of 
coloration must be mainly due to an increase in the 
amount of hydrogen which can exist in the WO~ lattice 
at equilibrium, rather than to an increase in the rates 
of reactions (38). The photocurrent  measurements  sug- 
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gest  tha t  on cycl ing new electronic levels  are  produced 
in the  WO8 which  promote  photooxida t ion  of water .  
These  new levels  may  involve defects which m a y  also 
a l low an increase  in the  amount  of hydrogen  which can 
pene t r a t e  the  WO3 la t t ice  at  equi l ibr ium,  and thus im-  
proving  the e lec t rochromic  performance.  I t  is in te res t -  
ing to compare  this effect of cont inuous cycling on the 
photooxida t ion  behav ior  wi th  the effect of anneal ing  of 
WO3 electrodes obta ined  by  sput ter ing,  found by  
Gissler  and  Memming  (27). These authors  found tha t  
the  cu r ren t  associated wi th  the pho tooxida t ien  of wa te r  
increased upon anneal ing  the spu t t e red  W Q  layer  in 
an  oxygen  a tmosphere ;  the longer  was the  anneal ing  
time, the h igher  was the photocurrent .  The highest  
response was ob ta ined  wi th  W Q  formed by  heat ing 
tungsten in an oxygen  a tmosphere  to high t e m p e r a -  
tures  (760~176 These authors  also found changes 
in the spect ra l  d is t r ibut ion  of the cur ren t  on anneal ing  
s imi lar  to those found here  and a t t r ibu ted  these effects 
to the product ion  of i n t r aband  bu lk  states. These find- 
ings suggest  tha t  the  new states  p roduced  by  Gissler  
and  Memming  by  anneal ing  the WO3 samples  in an 
O2 a tmosphere  can also be crea ted  by  continuous 
e lec t rochemical  cycling. Note tha t  whi le  the continuous 
cycl ing process causes an improvemen t  in the photo-  
e lec t rochemical  p roper t ies  for the  t he rma l ly  oxidized 
WO3 film, i t  causes a degrada t ion  in the pho tocur ren t  for  
the anodic WO3 films. This indicates  tha t  the na tu re  of 
the  change in the WO3 la t t ice  for  these two films is d i f -  
ferent .  In  fact, we have prev ious ly  shown (7, 32) that ,  
as a resul t  of the  r epea ted  co lor -b leach  cycling with  the 
anodic film, the  amount  of wa te r  in these films and its 
poros i ty  increases.  Whi le  these changes produce  a la rge  
improvemen t  in the e lec t rochromic  performance,  they  
m a y  wel l  cause a de te r iora t ion  in the photoe lec t ro-  
chemical  behavior .  On the other  hand, the changes in 
the case of the  t he rma l ly  oxidized WOs layers  on cy-  
cling, a re  not  associated with  changes in the  wa te r  con- 
tent  or  poros i ty  of the film, but  r a the r  wi th  the creat ion 
of s tates  or  defects  in the  film which lead to an im-  
p r o v e m e n t  in both e lect rochromic and photoe lec t ro-  
chemical  behavior .  
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